INTRODUCTION
Together, the above data suggested that the PPL1-dFSB circuit mediates acute 1 6 8 alcohol aversion, while the PAM-MB circuit participates in the acquisition of experience-1 6 9 dependent alcohol preference. To further strengthen our evidence for a critical role of 1 7 0 dopamine in both these circuits, we investigated the involvement of two major dopamine 1 7 1 receptors, D1 and D2. Pan-neuronal knock down (Fig. 4a ) of the D1-like Dop1R1 (D1R) 1 7 2 receptor led to naïve alcohol preference (Fig. 4d) , while knock down of the D2-like 4e). Furthermore, knock down of D1R in the dFSB was sufficient to cause naïve alcohol preference (Fig. 4g ). MB-specific knock down revealed that D1R is required in MBs for experience-dependent preference (Fig. 4f ). To ascertain that our results were not caused by RNAi off-target effects, we also showed normal naïve alcohol aversion, which turned into experience-dependent
preference upon pre-exposure (Fig. 4h ). These data provide evidence for an acute ( Fig. 4i) . Conversely, dFSB-specific D1R expression rescued D1R UAS naïve preference
back to normal naïve avoidance, but these dFSB-rescued D1R UAS mutants did not
acquire experience-dependent preference (Fig. 4i) , presumably due to the lack of D1R 1 9 2 in the MB. Indeed, when we restored D1R expression in both the MB and dFSB, 
D1R
UAS flies displayed normal naïve alcohol aversion, followed by experience
dependent preference upon alcohol pre-exposure (Fig. 4i) . These data confirm that
dopaminergic signaling from the PAM to the MB is required for acquired alcohol preference, and PPL1 dopaminergic signaling to the dFSB is required for naïve alcohol avoidance (Fig. 4j ). potentiates dopaminergic release suggest a mechanism of how an acute vapor 2 0 9
exposure of ethanol might cause reinforcement: as alcohol rises in the brain, of alcohol itself, but this remains to be determined. Still, our data suggest that the
Drosophila PAM neurons act analogously to the 'classical' mammalian dopamine
neurons projecting from the ventral tegmental area to the nucleus accumbens, thought
to be important in mediating the reinforcing actions of drug of abuse.
1 6
Our data also suggests that a single bilateral pair of PPL1 dopamine neurons
mediates acute aversive effects of ethanol, and silencing these neurons causes Exposure paradigms used are as previously described 3 . The day before ethanol
vapor exposure, male flies were collected in groups of 30 and put on un-yeasted food.
The following day, flies were transferred into the Booz-o-mat apparatus for a 20-minute visualized with an anti-FLAG antibody. The presynaptic marker mouse anti-nc82
antibody was used to label general neuropil/brain structure. The multicolor Flip-out High-performance probes for light and electron microscopy. where 30° C is the effective temperature causing silencing (shi ts ), or activation (TrpA) of neurons. preference, while silencing these neurons (white) prevents preference acquisition (**P < 0.01, *P < formation of experience-dependent alcohol preference (*P < 0.05). 
